We describe an architecture and a trial implementation of a privacy-preserving location sharing system called Albatross. The system protects location information from the service provider and yet enables fine-grained location-sharing. One main feature of the system is to protect an individual's social network structure. The pattern of location sharing preferences towards contacts can reveal this structure without any knowledge of the locations themselves. Albatross protects locations sharing preferences through protocol unification and masking. Albatross has been implemented as a standalone solution, but the technology can also be integrated into location-based services to enhance privacy.
LOCATION SERVICES
Social networking services are increasingly accessed by mobile devices. This trend has prompted services such as Facebook and Google+ to incorporate location as a de facto feature of user interaction. At the same time, services based on location such as Foursquare and Shopkick are also growing as smartphone market penetration increases. In fact, this growth is happening despite concerns (growing at a similar pace) about security and third-party use of private location information (e.g., for advertising). Nevertheless, service providers have been unwilling to build truly private systems in which they do not have access to location information. * Work performed while at Samsung Research America Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for third-party components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the owner/author(s). Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). ASIA CCS'15, April 14-17, 2015, Singapore. ACM 978-1-4503-3245-3/15/04. http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2714576.2714640.
PRIVATE LOCATION SHARING
Albatross is a location-sharing system composed of several simple cryptographic protocols that allow users to share their locations with their contacts privately. Albatross keeps key features of a typical location-sharing service while achieving privacy from the service provider and social network.
One goal of Albatross is to hide the user's location from the server and yet allow flexible sharing with other users. Albatross assumes an untrusted but Honest-but-Curious server. Albatross can be used for sharing users' whereabouts with only selected contacts, such as close friends, family members and colleagues. At the same time, another goal of Albatross is to hide the user's privacy policies for his location. These policies may be even more sensitive than the location itself, as the policies (i.e., user's sharing preferences) can imply who is favored by the user and who is not.
Albatross supports an asynchronous sharing model, where Alice can share her location checkin to an offline contact who can then see Alice's location after coming online. Naturally, Albatross can also be used for automated periodic sharing or "tracking," say sharing location with a spouse.
As Albatross never shares the locations with the server, it is markedly different from current location sharing services such as Foursquare. All of our protocols protect users' location from the server, and in addition conceal the patterns of sharing among users.
Albatross is practical in terms of performance. All of our protocols are lightweight, using symmetric key encryption, and can easily be run on a mobile phone (our Albatross proof-of-concept runs as an Android application on smart phones). Nevertheless, Albatross does introduce considerable overhead compared to a non-private, trusted server system. Hence, we have emphasized efficiency in our design and made choices that reduce computation and storage when possible. For instance, we introduce a novel grid scheme that requires only one protocol run compared to multiple runs in other schemes, albeit at a small reduction in privacy.
CONCLUSION
We present Albatross, a practical location sharing service that achieves location privacy from the social network provider. The system also hides a user's sharing preferences, which may be even more sensitive then the locations themselves. For details, see the complete version of this paper [1] .
